Door Decoration

Use the following questions as guides when judging Door Decoration:

- **Overall Appearance (0-10):** Does the door look aesthetically appealing? Does it show evidence of time spent? Does it look like the door could have been a team effort?

- **Relation to Convention Theme (0-10):** Does the door apply to the theme: *It benefits all to stride with greatest effort, lest they pass their lives in silence*

- **Creativity (0-10):** Does the door shine a new perspective on the convention theme? Is the door creative artistically? Is the door creative spatially? Is the door creative verbally?

- **Incorporation of Latin (0-10):** Is the convention theme incorporated in both Latin and English? Is the Latin language evident beyond the convention theme? Is Latin/Greek shown by ways other than words?

Doors that fail to include the Convention theme, in both English and Latin, and the school name will be disqualified.